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Abstract. We present a novel approach based on supervised machine-learning
for inverting String Manipulating Procedures (SMPs), i.e., given an SMP p : Σ̄→ Σ̄,
we compute a partial pseudo-inverse function p−1 such that given a target string
t ∈ Σ, if p−1(t) 6=⊥ then p(p−1(t)) = t. The motivation for addressing this prob-
lem is the difficulties faced by modern symbolic execution tools, e.g., KLEE, to
find ways to execute loops inside SMPs in a way which produces specific outputs
required to enter a specific branch. Thus, we find ourselves in a pleasant situation
where program analysis assists machine learning to help program analysis.
Our basic attack on the problem is to train a machine learning algorithm using
(output, input) pairs generated by executing p on random inputs. Unfortunately,
naively applying this technique is extremely expensive due to the size of the al-
phabet. To remedy this situation, we present a specialized static analysis algo-
rithm that can drastically reduce the size of the alphabet Σ from which examples
are drawn without sacrificing the ability to cover all the behaviors of the analyzed
procedure. Our key observation is that often a procedure treats many characters
in a particular uniform way: it only copies them from the input to the output in an
order-preserving fashion. Our static analysis finds these good characters so that
our learning algorithm may consider examples coming from a reduced alpha-
bet containing a single representative good character, thus allowing to produce
smaller models while using fewer examples than had the full alphabet been used.
We then utilize the learned pseudo-inverse function to invert specific desired out-
puts by translating a given query to and from the reduced alphabet.
We implemented our approach using two machine learning algorithms and show
that indeed our string inverters can find inputs that can drive a selection of proce-
dures taken from real-life software to produce desired outputs, whereas KLEE, a
state-of-the-art symbolic execution engine, fails to find such inputs.

1 Introduction

Recently, there has been a growing interest in applying machine learning techniques
to challenging program analysis problems [9, 22, 23, 25, 27, 28, 32]. In this paper, we
address the dual question: Can program analysis techniques help machine learning? We
perform a preliminary case study in which machine learning algorithms are used to
invert string manipulating procedures (SMPs), and show that in this domain the answer



is reassuringly positive. Interestingly, the models generated by the machine learning
algorithms can themselves be of help to other program analysis tools. Specifically, they
can help improve the coverage of symbolic execution tools such as KLEE [2]. Thus, we
find ourselves in a pleasant situation where program analysis assists machine learning
to help program analysis.

Research problem. Let Σ be a (possibly infinite) set of characters ranged over by a
meta-character σ. A string s∈ Σ is a finite sequence of characters. Given a deterministic
SMP p() which transforms input strings s ∈ Σ to output strings p(s) ∈ Σ, where p(s)
denotes the output p() returns when invoked on s, our goal is to find a partial right
pseudo-inverse of a (possibly non-injective) p, i.e., a function p−1 : Σ ↪→ Σ such that

∀s′ ∈ Σ. p−1(s′) 6=⊥ =⇒ p(p−1(s′)) = s′ .

Clearly, the problem is decidable as we can always have p−1 = ⊥. Another trivial
solution is to define p−1 to be the identity function wherever it coincides with the inverse
of p, i.e., have

p−1(s′) =

{
s′ p(s′) = s′

⊥ otherwise .

Thus, the challenge is to come up with a function p−1 with non-trivial domain of def-
inition. Ideally, p−1 should be able to help automatic test generation, as we discuss
now.

Motivation. The ability to invert string-manipulating procedures (SMPs) is useful, for
example, in the context of tools for automatic test generation, e.g., KLEE [2]—a state-
of-the-art symbolic execution engine. These tools automatically generate test cases,
aiming to exercise as much of the program’s code as possible. For example, KLEE
uses various heuristics to explore the program’s code: it continuously selects code paths
that lead to not-yet-explored statements, applying a satisfiability-modulo theory solver
(SMT) [4, 6] to determine whether a path is feasible, i.e., that there is an input which
causes the selected path to be executed. As the exploration is path-sensitive, the tool
may inspect an exponential number of code paths when exploring a loop containing a
conditional, while generating formulae whose size is proportional to the length the in-
spected path. As a result, it can be challenging to cover a statement following a call to an
SMP p which can be reached only if p returns a specific output s′. Ideally, when the en-
gine reaches such a difficult-to-handle branch condition, one would want the symbolic
execution engine to abandon the execution path it followed within p(), and instead, try
to execute it “backward” to produce s′. Our technique equips the engine with such an
ability by generating an “inverse shortcut”—a function that inverts the behavior of p()
without the cost of a path-by-path exploration.

Learning pseudo-inverses. Our goal is to help tools such as KLEE to find inputs which
drive SMPs to produce desired outputs. We suggest to do it using machine learning:
Given an SMP p() mapping input strings s to output strings p(s), we apply a supervised
machine learning algorithm to learn a model of a pseudo inverse of p. The model should
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be capable of translating strings, i.e., given a string s′ the model should be able to find
a string s which it predicts to be an inverse of s under p.

Roughly speaking, producing the model entails generating a set of arbitrary inputs
{si}n

i=1, executing p on each input, thus producing a training set T = {(p(si),si)}n
i=1,

and finally training the algorithm on T . Note that T is comprised of pairs of strings map-
ping the output of p() to the input which produced it. Thus, by training the algorithm
using T , we in fact learn a model which approximates the behavior of a pseudo-inverse
of p().

The challenge. Unfortunately, a naive generation of the training set can be extremely in-
efficient in the sense that many output/input pairs effectively expose the same behavior.
For example, consider an SMP which adds an escape character before tab and newline
characters in its input. If we use randomly generated training sets, p() will act as the
identity function on most of the examples, and it might require a very large training set
to expose other, more “interesting”, behaviors: A randomly constructed string with 10
resp. 88 characters has a 92% resp. 50%, chance not to include a tab or a newline char-
acter. As a result, the machine learning algorithm might find it difficult to generalize
the interesting cases (or outright ignore them, considering them to be noise), and end
up learning a bad approximation of the inverse.

Our solution: Learning with reduced alphabets. To remedy the above situation, we pro-
pose a static analysis which allows to reduce the alphabet from which the training set
examples are drawn, without scarifying the ability to encode any “interesting” behav-
iors. In fact, our approach increases the chances of generating “interesting” examples
by reducing the part of the alphabet from which “non-interesting” examples are drawn.
Intuitively, we identify a set of good characters (Definition 2) whose only effect on the
analyzed procedure is to be copied in an order-preserving manner from the input to the
output. Our key insight is that given such a set, it is possible to expose all the interest-
ing behaviors of a procedure using an alphabet containing a single representative good
character, and deduce the effect of an SMP on a string containing characters which
were not found in the reduced alphabet from its effect on a similar string (Definition 1)
whose characters do.

Alphabet reduction via static analysis. To automate the selection of good characters,
we designed a static analysis that can find the set of good characters for a given string
manipulating procedure. Our analysis handles a restricted class of procedures. In this
class, a procedure takes a string input and returns a string output. The procedure can
read its input from left-to-right, from right-to-left, or in both directions, however each
input character is read only once. The procedure is allowed to use variables that can
hold character values and employ conditionals and loops, where condition can only test
whether a character variable is equal or not to another variable or to a constant. While
simple, we found that our restricted programming model is still expressive enough to
handle a variety of procedures.

Technically, the static analysis maintains an order between the variables according
to the position of the input character that they got their value from. Essentially, when-
ever a variable x containing an input character is written to the output out of turn, i.e.,
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before any other variable y holding an input value σ which was read off the input x was
set, the analysis determines that the σ cannot be good. Similarly, writing a constant
character const to the output leads the analysis to dictate that const is not good either.

Implementation and experimental evaluation. We implemented our analysis in a tool
called STRINVER. We applied it to invert a small selection of procedures written in C
and taken from real-life software. (The tool operates on LLVM bitcode.) We then ran
KLEE on a simple program containing a call to the SMP followed by an erroneous
command whose execution is predicated on the SMP returning a particular output. Our
analysis succeeded to find useful pseudo-inverses of the particular outputs in a few
seconds, whereas KLEE, a state-of-the-art symbolic execution tool, failed to find an
input which lead to the bug.

Main contributions. The main conceptual contribution of our work is the observation
that when a machine learning algorithm is used to discover properties of programs, it
might be possible to use program analysis to help direct the choice of the training set
towards examples that expose interesting behaviors. The main technical contribution of
our work is the concretization of this observation by developing a static analysis algo-
rithm which allows to reduce the size of the alphabet from which examples are drawn
when learning pseudo inverses of a restricted class of string manipulating procedures.
The main practical contribution of our work is the implementation of the analysis and
an empirical evaluation where we applied our technique to a small selection of proce-
dures taken from real-life software. Also, to the best of our knowledge, the idea of using
machine learning to invert string-manipulating procedures is novel.

2 Overview

In this section, we motivate our research problem and give a high-level overview of our
approach by walking the reader through a series of examples.

Example 1 Figure 1 shows procedure escapeWS(), an SMP which returns a copy of
its input string with a $ character before every 5 and 8 character it contains.4 For exam-
ple, given the input string “Ali5BaBa8”, escapeWS() outputs “Ali$5BaBa$8”.

To motivate the need for computing inverses of SMPs, assume that we wish to sym-
bolically execute a program which aborts in an error state only if escapeWS() produces
a particular output, e.g.,

ret = escapeWS(input);
if (strcmp(ret, "Ali$5BaBa$8") == 0) abort();
...

4 The procedure is based on a GCC procedure which adds an escape character before tab and
newline characters. For clarity, we replaced the whitespace characters with more visible char-
acters. For simplicity, we removed code concerning array bound checking.
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char* escapeWS(char *in) {
char *out = malloc(MAX_STRLEN),

*s = out;
while (*in != 0) {

if (*in == ’5’ || *in == ’8’) {
*s = ’$’; s++ }

*s = *in; in++; s++ }
*s = *in;
return out }

Fig. 1: A simple SMP4 and a transducer approximating its pseudo-inverse under the
reduced alphabet

Note that escapeWS() produces “Ali$5BaBa$8” only if it is given “Ali5BaBa8” as
input. To find this input, symbolic execution engines such as KLEE would have to
follow a very particular code path, namely the one in which the loop body is executed
nine times and the true branches of the first and second if statements are taken after
reading the fourth and ninth input characters, respectively.

Our goal is to help tools such as KLEE to find inputs which drive SMPs to pro-
duce specific desired outputs. We would like to use an off-the-shelf supervised machine
learning algorithm and train it to generate a model of the inverse function. While it is
quite easy to generate random inputs, most of them will be non-representative of the
function’s actual semantics, necessitating large training sets, as we noticed in our ex-
periments. Consider again procedure escapeWS() shown in Figure 1. It is easy to see
that the procedure acts rather uniformly on most of the input characters: all the charac-
ters are copied from the input string to the output string in an order-preserving fashion,
only characters 5 and 8 trigger an insertion of the ’$’ character. Thus, if the input string
does not contain characters 5 and 8 then the procedure acts as the identity function.
Thus, intuitively, all the “interesting” behaviors of the procedure should be detected by
considering string comprised of four characters: 5, 8, $, and an arbitrary character M
representing all other characters.

Inverting SMPs with reduced alphabets. To remedy the above situation, we propose a
static analysis which allows to reduce the alphabet from which the training set examples
are drawn, without scarifying the ability to encode any “interesting” behaviors. Our key
insight is that if we can identify that the SMP does not distinguish between several
characters then it might be possible to expose all the interesting behaviors of a procedure
using an alphabet containing a single representative character of the set, and deduce the
effect of an SMP on a string containing characters which were not found in the reduced
alphabet from its effect on a similar string whose characters do. In this paper, we focus
on a particular class of indistinguishable characters, those which the procedure act on
as, essentially, the identity function, and refer to these characters good characters.
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Definition 1 (Similar strings) Let S⊆ Σ be a set of characters. Strings s1 ∈ Σ and s2 ∈
Σ are similar up to S, denoted by s1 ∼S s2, if |s1|= |s2|, where |s| denotes the length of a
string s, and for every i = 1..|s1|, it holds that either s1(i) = s2(i) or {s1(i),s2(i)} ⊆ S.

Definition 2 (Good characters) Given a procedure p() and a string s, a set of charac-
ters G(s)⊆Σ is good for s and p() if s|G(s) = p(s|G(s)), where s|G(s) denotes the maximal
subsequence of s comprised of characters in G(s). A set of characters G is good for p()
if it is good for p() and any input string s.

Lemma 1. Let G ⊆ Σ be a set of good characters for p(). For any two strings s1 and
s2, if s1 ∼G s2 then p(s1)∼S p(s2).

Given a procedure p(), our static analyzer, discussed next, finds a set of good char-
acters for p() by way of elimination. For example, our analyzer finds that the set
{$,5,8} is bad for procedure escapeWS(). We use this result to construct a reduced
alphabet Γ = {$,5,8,M} , where M ∈ Σ is the single representative of the good char-
acters, which we refer to as a metacharacter. Given Γ, we apply the aforementioned
learning process; this time, however, we generate the training set by only drawing ex-
amples from Γ. Our static analysis is independent of the machine learning algorithm
used to find the inverse. In our experiments, we use two such algorithms: OSTIA [14],
which learns a transducer, and the other is a non deterministic model for character inser-
tion/replacement/deletion based on the Needleman Wunsch alignment algorithm [20].
(See Section 6.) A transducer is a finite state machine that, instead of accepting or
rejecting an input string, outputs characters upon transition. Figure 1 depicts a trans-
ducer approximating the pseudo inverse of escapeWS() which OSTIA has learned us-
ing a training set comprised of 100 strings, randomly generated over Γ. (We explain
the graphical notations in Section 6.1.) In our example, the transducer has two states,
where state 0 is the initial one. An edge labeled x::s→ is traversed when reading an input
character x and it outputs the string s. (For further details, see Section 6.) For exam-
ple, when applied to the string s′ = MM$5$5MM$8, the transducer outputs the string
s = MM55MM8. Note that executing escapeWS() on s results in s′, i.e.,

escapeWS−1(MM$5$5MM$8) = MM55MM8.

In fact, if we only consider strings comprised of characters coming from Γ then the
transducer in Figure 1 can invert any string in the image of escapeWS().

Static analysis for a restricted class of SMPs. One of the key technical contributions
of this paper is the design of a static analysis that can find a set of good characters
for a given string manipulating procedure. Our analysis handles a restricted class of
procedures. In this class, a procedure takes a string input and returns a string output.
The procedure can read its input from left to right or from right to left, however each
input character is read only once. The procedure is allowed to use variables that can
hold character values and employ loops and conditions where a variable is compared
with a constant character or another variable. While simple, we found that our restricted
programming model is still expressive enough to handle a variety of procedures.
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The analysis abstracts the execution trace of the procedure by maintaining an or-
dering over program variables according to the position of the input character that they
got their value from. Essentially, whenever a variable containing an input character is
written out of order, the analysis determines that the values of all the unwritten vari-
ables that may have been read before it are not good. Writing a constant character to
the output also leads the analysis to decide that this character is not good either.

String inversion. Given the machine learning model approximating a pseudo inverse
of p() and an output string s′, we first replace every good character in s′ with the meta
character. For example,

s′ = Ab$5$5T @$8 translates to−−−−−−→ s′0 = MM$5$5MM$8 .

We then execute the transducer using s′0, which returns s0. Recall that escapeWS−1(s′0) = s0.
Our main theorem (see Section 5) ensures that the static analysis indeed finds a set of
good characters for the analyzed procedure. Thus, using Definition 2, we can get an
input s which would lead to the desired output s′ by replacing the meta character M
back to the good character it came from in s′. For example,

s0 = MM55MM translates back to−−−−−−−−−→ s = Ab55T @8.

Indeed, escapeWS(Ab55T @8) = Ab$5$5T @$8.

Disclaimer. We note that our technique is not guaranteed to always find an input s
which leads p() to produce a particular output string s′. This can be because p() is not
surjective and p−1(s′) is undefined, or because the translation model produced by the
machine learning algorithm is not accurate enough. (To isolate any client application
from this kind of inaccuracy, and as we have p() at our disposal, we can execute p()
on s and validate that indeed it returns s′). Furthermore, in case p() is not injective,
and there might be multiple inputs leading to a specific output, the model we learn may
return an arbitrary string, which, untested by a forward execution, might not even be
in the preimage of p. However, as our technique involves generating a random training
set, re-executing the learning phase may create a different model which would possibly
find a different input.

3 Programming Language

We formalize our results for a simple imperative programming language specialized for
string processing: Every program receives a string as input and produces a string as out-
put. The design of the language is inspired by real life examples of string manipulating
procedures which often process their inputs character by character.5

5 We remind the reader that our tool operates directly on LLVM bitcode.
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stmt ::= cmd | stmt stmt |
| if (bexp) { stmt } else { stmt }
| while (bexp) { stmt }

cmd ::= x = read-first() | x = read-last()
| write-first(x) | write-last(x)
| x := exp | return

exp ::= const | y
bexp ::= x ./ exp | done() | !done()

d = $
while(!done()) {

x = read-first()
if (x= 5) {

write-first(d) }
if (x= 8) {

write-first(d) }
write-first(x) }

return

Fig. 2: Syntax of the programming language and a version of procedure escapeWS()
written in our programming language. ./∈ {=, 6=}

Computation model. Roughly speaking, programs have at their disposal two read heads
and two write heads. The input resides in the read buffer. The first read head is used to
read the input from left to right, and the last read head allows to read the input from right
to left. Once a read head inspects a character, it advances to the next position. A special
built-in expression done() allows the programmer to determine whether all the input
characters have been read. Trying to read a character after all the input has been read
blocks the program.6 The program produces its output using the write heads. The first
write head writes characters to the program’s first write buffer, and the last write head
writes to the program’s last write buffer. The first write buffer is written from left to tight
and the last write buffer is written from right to left. When the program terminates, it
returns a concatenation of the first and last write buffers. This model allows us to handle
programs which process their input string in a character by character fashion and read
every character at most once in a sequential manner going from the beginning of the
string to it end, the other way around, or even alternating between the two directions.

3.1 Syntax

Figure 2 defines the syntax of our programming language and, as an example, shows a
possible encoding of procedure escapeWS() in our language.

A program is a statement stmt, which can be either a primitive command cmd, a
sequential composition of statements, denoted by juxtaposition, a conditional statement,
or a while loop.

Primitive commands allow to read input characters, write output characters, and as-
sign the values of expressions to variables: The command x = read-first() reads a
character from the input using the first reading head, and assigns it to variable x. The
command x = read-last() does the same using the last read head. The commands
write-first(x) and write-last(x) write the contents of x to the first and last output
buffers, respectively. We allow for assignments of the form expression x = exp where an
expression exp is either a character variable or a constant character. The return com-
mand terminates the execution of the program and produces the output by concatenating
the write buffers.

6 The choice to block the program was done in the sake of simplicity. Alternatively, we could
have designed the language to signal an error.
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(σin,outF ,outL,env)
v=read− f irst()−−−−−−−−−→ (in,outF ,outL,env[v 7→ σ])

(in,outF ,outL,env)
write− f irst(v)−−−−−−−−→ (in,outF env(v),outL,env)

(inσ,outF ,outL,env)
v=read−last()−−−−−−−−→ (in,outF ,outL,env[v 7→ σ])

(in,outF ,outL,env)
write−last(v)−−−−−−−−→ (in,outF ,env(v)outL,env)

(in,outF ,outL,env) v:=const−−−−−−→ (in,outF ,outL,env[v 7→ const])

(in,outF ,outL,env) v:=x−−−→ (in,outF ,outL,env[v 7→ env(x)])

(in,outF ,outL,env)
assume(x./const)−−−−−−−−−−−→ (in,outF ,outL,env) env(x) ./ const

(in,outF ,outL,env)
assume(x./y)−−−−−−−→ (in,outF ,outL,env) env(x) ./ env(y)

(in,outF ,outL,env)
assume(done())−−−−−−−−−→ (in,outF ,outL,env) in = ε

(in,outF ,outL,env)
assume(!done())−−−−−−−−−→ (in,outF ,outL,env) in 6= ε

(in,outF ,outL,env) return−−−→ outF outL

Fig. 3: Concrete meaning of commands. ./∈ {=, 6=}

Conditional statements and while loops use boolean expressions bexp which allow
to check whether the value of a given variable is equal to a given expression or not. Two
additional boolean expressions are the special built in operators done() and !done(),
which allow the program to determine whether all its input has, respectively, has not,
been read.

3.2 Concrete Semantics

Before defining the meaning of programs in our language, we introduce some notation.

Notation. We assume a (possibly infinite) domain (alphabet) of characters Σ ranged
over by the meta variable σ, and a syntactic domain VAR of variable names, ranged over
by v,x, . . ., which we also use as a semantic domain. A string s ∈ Σ is a sequence of
characters, i.e., a function from 1..n, for some n ∈N0, to Σ. In the following, we denote
string concatenation by juxtaposition and the empty string by ε. Given a function env,
we write env[x 7→ y] to denote a function which acts like env anywhere except at x,
where its value is y.

Concrete memory states. A concrete memory state

m = (in,outF ,outL,env) ∈M = Σ×Σ×Σ×E

is a quadruple. The first three components, namely in, outF , and outL, are strings which
store the contents of the program’s read buffer, first write buffer, and last write buffer,
respectively. env ∈ E = VAR→ Σ is an environment which records the values of vari-
ables. We assume that variables are initialized to some fixed zero character. By abuse of
notation, we let env(const) = const for any constant character const.
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Operational semantics. Figure 3 defines the meaning of programs using a small step op-
erational semantics. The latter is defined by translating the program into a control-flow
graph form, and encoding conditional using assume commands in the standard way:
executing an assume(bexp) command blocks the execution on state where bext does
not hold, and does not change the state otherwise. The meaning of commands is rather
self explanatory. We only direct the reader’s attention to the fact that a write-first()
command adds a character at the end of the first write buffer whereas the write-last()
command adds a character at the beginning of the last write buffer and that the program
gets stuck if it tries to read an input character when the read buffer is empty.

4 Instrumented Semantics

The purpose of our static analyzer is to help reduce the size of the input alphabet used
by the machine learning algorithm when computing the pseudo-inverse of the analyzed
SMP. To do so, it detects characters on which the SMP act as the identity function: It
turns out that rather often a string-manipulating procedure treats many characters in a
particularly uniform way; it only copies them once from the input to the output in an
order-preserving fashion. The static analyzer conservatively finds these good characters,
and enables the use of a single good representative character in the alphabet during
learning. This reduction in the size of the alphabet translates to a huge benefit for the
learning algorithms, as we discovered in our experiments.

The instrumented semantics extends the concrete one with properties which are of
matter to the analysis. The main tracked property is the set BAD⊆ Σ of bad characters
for the execution. We explain the role of BAD by describing its complement GOOD =
Σ−BAD. A set of characters G⊆ Σ is good if every time a character ∈G is read off the
input, it is copied as-is to the output. In particular, the subsequences of the input and
output strings comprised of the good characters are identical. (see Definition 2.)

The goal of our static analysis is to determine a set of good characters for an SMP.
The role of the instrumented semantics is to explicate which properties of the execution
are tracked to facilitated this task. Thus, when the instrumented semantics terminates, it
returns, in addition to the output string, the set of bad characters it computed. Let p̂(s) =
(s′,BAD) denote the output p() produces if it executes according to the instrumented
semantics on input string s. The usefulness of the instrumented semantics as a basis for
analysis stems from the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let p() be an SMP and s, s′ strings. If p̂(s) = (s′,BAD) then Σ \BAD is a
good set of characters for p() and s.

4.1 Instrumented States

Instrumented states record properties pertaining to the flow of information from the in-
put string through variables to the output string. Specifically, every instrumented state
augments a concrete state with four binary relations EF ,EL,RF ,RL ⊆ Σ×Σ and the set
of possibly-not-good characters BAD⊆Σ. We refer to the quintuple ι=(EF ,EL,RF ,RL,BAD)
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x = read-first()
y = read-first()

3: z = y
if (y= $) {

write-first(y)
write-first(x)

7: }
else {

write-first(x)
write-first(z)

}
while (!done()) {

x = read-first()
write-first(x) }

Fig. 4: SMP showDough()

as an instrumentation. We assume the components of the instrumentation are initialized
to /0.

m̂ = (m, ι) ∈ M̂ = M × Î

where ι = (RF ,RL,EF ,EL,BAD) ∈ Î = (2VAR×VAR)4×2Σ .

The m component of an instrumented state is the concrete state it augments.
EF and EL are equivalence relations over variable names. Recall that in our lan-

guage, a variable can be assigned a value either by reading into it a character from the
input, assigning into it a constant value, or assigning into it the value of another variable.
EF equates variables whose values originated from the same read-first() operation,
either directly, or through a sequence of copy assignments. For example, in the instru-
mented state which arises at program point 3 in Figure 4, EF = {(x,x),(y,y),(y,z),(z,y),
(z,z)}. EL does the same for variables whose value was originated from a read-last()
command. In Figure 4, there are no read-last() commands. Thus, EL = /0 at any state
which arises during the execution.

RF and RL are preorders over variable names. RF represents the order in which vari-
ables were read using the first reading head, and RF represents the order in which vari-
ables were read using the last reading head. Both orders take variable copy-assignments
into account. For instance, at the instrumented state in program point 3, RF = {(x,x),(y,y),
(z,z),(y,z),(z,y),(x,y),(x,z)}. RL = /0 because there are no read-last() commands.

BAD over approximates the set of bad characters for the input string on which the
SMP executes to produce the state. The over approximation is based on the flow of
characters from the input string to output string, as we discuss in Section 4.2.

Healthiness conditions. The instrumentation in instrumented states respects certain nat-
ural healthiness conditions: A variable may appear in RF only if it appears in EF , as in
a concrete execution the order in which input characters is read is total and every input
character may be read at most once. In fact, RF can be seen as a total order over the
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equivalence classes of EF . A similar relation exists between RL and EL. Finally, a vari-
able cannot appear in both EF and EL as an input character may be read either by the
first read head or by the last read head.

4.2 Instrumented Small-Step Operational Semantics

The instrumentation is manipulated by the instrumented transformers presented in Fig-
ure 5 which defines a deterministic transition relation over Î × Î .7 The transition rules
of the instrumented semantics extends the ones of the concrete semantics to track must
value-flow information:

m cmd−−→ m′ ι
cmd−−→m ι′

(m, ι)
cmd−−→ (m′, ι′)

cmd 6= return
m return−−−−→ s ι

return−−−−→m BAD

(m, ι)
return−−−−→ (s,BAD)

The transition relation of the instrumented part of the state is parameterized with the
source concrete state of the transition because it requires access to the environment.

We define the rules in Figure 5, which we explain next, using the following short-
hand: Let R resp. E be a binary resp. equivalence relation over variable names and X
a set of variable names. We use the following as shorthand R|¬X ≡ {(a,b) ∈ R | (a /∈
X)∧ (b /∈ X)} removes from R any pair coming from X×X , JvKE ≡ {x | (x,v) ∈ E} de-
notes the equivalence class of v in E, and Add(R,v,x)≡R∪{(a,v) | (a,x)∈R}∪{(v,a) |
(x,a) ∈ R} adds v to R in the same positions as x.

The instrumented semantics of a v = read-first() command removes any mention
of v from all the relations in the instrumentation—it might be there because its value
could have come from a previous read command. It then places it in its own equivalence
class in EF and as the the minimal element in RF : v is the only variable that got its value
from that read-first() operation, which is the last command executed so far. If before
the assignment v relates only to itself in either EF or EL then its value is about to be
overridden and lost before having a chance to get written to the output. Hence, in this
case the value of env(v) is considered a bad character.

The instrumented meaning of write-first(v) removes any mention of v or any of
the variables in its equivalence class according to EF from any relation it belongs to.
This is because a read good character should not be written more than one time to the
output. If v got its value from a constant assignment or from the opposite read head, or
if its value has already been written then env(v) becomes a bad character. If v did get its
value from the first-head but it is not written in the right order, i.e., it is not a maximal
element in RF then the contents of all the larger variables in RF becomes bad.8

The instrumented meaning of a v := exp removes v from its current place in the
instrumentation and, if exp is a variable, places v in the same relations and at the same
positions as exp. If v was the only variable to contain a value coming from a read
command then env(v) becomes a bad character.

7 The transformers pertaining to read-last() and write-last() operations are similar to
those of read-first() and write-first(), respectively, and are thus omitted.

8 An equally plausible alternative would be to make env(v) bad.
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(RF ,RL,EF ,EL,BAD)
v=read− f irst()−−−−−−−−−→m (Rr

F ,RL|¬v,EF |¬v∪{(v,v)},EL|¬v,BAD∪BADr)

Rr
F = RF |¬v∪{(x,v) | (x,x) ∈ EF}∪{(v,v)}

BADr =

{
{env(v)} JvKEF = {v}∨ JvKEL = {v}
/0 otherwise

(RF ,RL,EF ,EL,BAD)
write− f irst(v)−−−−−−−−→m

(
Rw

F ,RL|¬v,EF |¬(JvKEF )
,EL|¬(JvKEL )

,BAD∪BADw
)

Rw
F =

{
{(z,y) ∈ RF | z 6∈ JvKEF } (v,v) ∈ EF

RF otherwise

BADw =

{
{env(v)} (v,v) 6∈ EF ∨ (v,v) ∈ EL∨ exp = const

{σ ∈ {env(y)} | (y,y) ∈ EF ∧ y 6= v∧ (v,y) 6∈ RF} (v,v) ∈ EF ∧ exp = v

(RF ,RL,EF ,EL,BAD)
v:=const−−−−−→m (RF |¬v,RL|¬v,EF |¬v,EL|¬v,BAD∪BADv)

(RF ,RL,EF ,EL,BAD)
v:=x−−−→m (RF |¬v,RL|¬v,EF |¬v,EL|¬v,BAD∪BADv) (x,x) 6∈ EF ∪EL

(RF ,RL,EF ,EL,BAD)
v:=x−−−→m (Add(RF |¬v,v,x),RL,Add(EF |¬v,v,x),EL,BAD∪BADv) (x,x) ∈ EF

(RF ,RL,EF ,EL,BAD)
v:=x−−−→m (RF ,Add(RL|¬v,v,x),EF ,Add(EL|¬v,v,x),BAD∪BADv) (x,x) ∈ EL

where BADv =

{
{env(v)} JvKEF = {v}∨ JvKEL = {v}
/0 otherwise

(RF ,RL,EF ,EL,BAD)
return−−−→m BAD

Fig. 5: Instrumented semantics. The transformers pertaining to assume commands act
like the identity function. m = (_,_,_,env). We assume v 6= x

The instrumented meaning of a return command ends the execution with the ac-
cumulated BAD set.

The rules in Figure 5 never interfere with neither the values nor the control of the
underlying concrete semantics. They also preserve healthiness.

Lemma 3. Let (m, ι) and (m′, ι′) be instrumented states and cmd a command such that

(m, ι)
cmd−−→ (m′, ι′). If ι is a healthy instrumentation then ι′ is healthy too.

5 Static Analysis

Our abstract interpretation algorithm over-approximates the instrumented semantics de-
scribed in Section 4 by replacing the concrete memory state component of instrumented
states with an abstract one.

Abstract States Our static analysis algorithm computes an abstract instrumented state

A = (m], ι) ∈ A = M ]× Î where m] = (Done,env]) ∈M ] .
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at every program point. An abstract instrumented state is comprised of an abstract state
m] = (Done,env]) and an instrumentation ι ∈ Î (see Section 4.1). The Done compo-
nent of the abstract state abstracts the number of unread characters, i.e., whether the
two read-heads passed each other or not: {T} means that all the input characters have
been read, {F} means the opposite, and {T,F} means that the situation is unknown.
env] : VAR→ 2Σ is an abstract environment mapping variable names to the sets of their
possible values. The instrumentation component ι is utilized for the same purpose and
in the same way as in the instrumented semantics.

Notice that while env](x) ∈ 2Σ may be infinite, the only changes to it are additions
and removals of values that occur as literal constants in the program. Therefore the
number of such distinct values is at most 2k, where k is the number of such constants.
This provides a termination guarantee of the analysis even with an infinite alphabet.

Join. The least upper bound (join) operator is defined as follows:

(m]
1, ι1)t (m]

2, ι2) = (m]
1tm]

2, ι1t ι2) , where

(Done1,env]1)t (Done1,env]1) = (Done1∪Done1,λx.env]1(x)∪ env]2(x))(
R1

F ,R
1
L,E

1
F ,E

1
L,C

1,BAD1)t (R2
F ,R

2
L,E

2
F ,E

2
L,C

2,BAD2)=
(R1

F ∩R2
F ,R

1
L∩R2

L,E
1
F ∩E2

F ,E
1
L∩E2

L,BAD3)

where BAD3 = BAD1∪{σ ∈ ρ1(x) | x ∈ E1
F −E2

F ∪E1
L−E2

L}∪
BAD2∪{σ ∈ ρ2(x) | x ∈ E2

F −E1
F ∪E2

L−E1
L}

With the exception of the BAD component, it is easy to see that the the resulting state
is indeed the least upper bound of the two abstract instrumented states. The reason we
chose in to intersect most of the component of joined instrumentations is rather clear—
we track must information. To understand the reason why defining BAD3 = BAD1 ∪
BAD2 would not suffice to ensure a sound analysis consider a scenario when (x,x) ∈
E1

F − E2
F . Had we kept (x,x) ∈ E3

F , then a future write-first(x) possibly violates
the goodness of the character set ρ3(x) as it may be written without ever being read.
On the other hand, as we discarded (x,x) from E3

F , we opened the door for a future x
= read-first() to possibly violate the goodness of the character set ρ3(x), as some
characters may have been read without ever being written. So whenever (x,x)∈Ei

F−E j
F

({i, j} = {1,2}) we include ρi(x) in BAD3. The same line of reasoning applies to EL
too. Thus, we add to BAD3 the characters associated with the variables found in the
symmetrical difference of the relevant equivalence realtions.

5.1 Concretization

The concrete domain which we use to justify the soundness of our analysis is the pow-
erset of instrumented states. The concretization function γ maps an abstract state to a
set of instrumented ones. Let ι = (RF ,RL,EF ,EL,BAD), then

γ(((Done,env]), ι)) = {((in,outF ,outL,env),(Rc
F ,R

c
L,E

c
F ,E

c
L,BADc)) |

in = ε→ T ∈ Done∧ in 6= ε→ F ∈ Done∧
∀x.env(x) ∈ env](x)∧
Rc

F ⊇ RF ∧Rc
L ⊇ RL∧Ec

F ⊇ EF ∧Ec
L ⊇ EL∧BADc ⊆ BAD
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(
env],Done

) v=read− f irst() / v=read−last()−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(
env][x 7→ Σ],Done∪{T}

)
Done 6= {T}(

env],Done
) write− f irst(v) / write− f irst(v)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

(
env],Done

)
(
env],Done

) v:=const−−−−−→
(
env][v 7→ {const}],Done

)
(
env],Done

) v:=x−−−→
(
env][v 7→ env](x)],Done

)
(
env],Done

) assume(v=const)−−−−−−−−−−→
(
env][v′ 7→ {const} | ϕ(v)],Done

)
const ∈ env](x)(

env],Done
) assume(v!=const)−−−−−−−−−−−→

(
env][v′ 7→ env](x)\{const} | ϕ(v)],Done

)
{const} 6= env](x)(

env],Done
) assume(v=x)−−−−−−−→

(
env][v′,x′ 7→ env](v)∩ env](x) | ϕ(v)∧ϕ(x)],Done

)
env](v)∩ env](x) 6= /0(

env],Done
) assume(v!=x)−−−−−−−−→

(
env][v 7→V,x 7→ X | ϕ(v)∧ϕ(x)],Done

)
env](v) = env](x)

V = if (|env](x)|= 1) then env](v)\ env](x) else env](v) =⇒ |env](v)|> 1
X = if (|env](v)|= 1) then env](x)\ env](v) else env](x)(

env],Done
) assume(done())−−−−−−−−−→

(
env],{T}

)
{F} 6= Done(

env],Done
) assume(!done())−−−−−−−−−→

(
env],{F}

)
{T} 6= Done(

env],Done
) return−−−→

(
env],Done)

)
Fig. 6: Abstract semantics. ϕ(z) = z′ = z∨ z′ ∈ JzKEF ∨ JzKEL

When an abstract instrumented state ι] = (A, ι) represents an instrumented state
((in,outF ,outL,env) , ιc), A’s Done component conservatively tracks whether all the in-
put characters in in have been read and that the values env gives to variables agree with
the ones provided by the abstract environment. The instrumentation ιc of the concrete
state should track no less information regarding the information flow of characters from
the input string to the output string as does the instrumentation ι. The latter should also
consider as bad any bad character in ιc.

5.2 Abstract Transformers

The abstract transformers are defined by replacing the concrete component in the tran-
sition rules of the instrumented semantics with the rules pertaining to abstract states
defined in Figure 6 and adapting the rules in Figure 5 to utilize an abstract environment
instead of a concrete one as explained below

m] cmd−−→ m]′ ι
cmd−−→m] ι′

(m], ι)
cmd−−→ (m]′, ι′)

Again, the transition relation of the instrumented part of the state is parameterized with
the source abstract state of the transition because it requires access to the abstract envi-
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ronment. The required adaptation of Figure 5 is rather direct: where ever an expression
of the form {env(x)} appears in a rule, we replace it with env(x).

The rules are quite simple; the tricky ones pertain to assume statements regarding
inequalities, which we now explain.

The abstract transformer of command assume(v!=const) blocks the execution if
the only possible value of v is const. Otherwise, it merely records that const is not
in fact a possible value of v. Note that not only env](v) may be adapted, but in case v
got its value from the input string, any variable who got its value from the same read
operation, i.e., in the same equivalence class as v in either EF or EL, may have the set
of its possible values refined.

The abstract transformer of command assume(v!=const) blocks the execution if
the only possible value of v is const. Otherwise, it merely records that const is not in
fact a possible value of v. The abstract transformer of command assume(v!=y) blocks
the execution if the abstract environment associates both variables with the same single
character. Otherwise it attempts to refine the set of possible values of one variable if the
other one is associated with a singleton set.

Main Theorem The static analysis algorithm computes at every program point an ab-
stract state which over-approximates any instrumented state which can arise at this point
for some input string. We denote by BAD(p) the union of the BAD sets at p()’s exit
points, i.e., right after p() executes a return command. Our main theorem, whose proof
follows directly from Lemma 2 and the soundness of the analysis, states that the ana-
lyzer computes a set of good characters p().

Theorem 1 Let p() be an SMP. Σ\BAD(p) is a good set of characters for p().

6 Learning Pseudo-Inverse Functions

Our overall goal is that given an SMP p and a desired output string s′ to find a string s
such that p(s) = s′. One natural candidate for s is s′ itself. Thus, when trying to learn an
inverse we look for an input s 6= s′ such that p(s) = s′ and hence when generating the
training examples, we only use ones where the input is different from the output. Also,
if p() is not injective, then it may have many pseudo-inverses, and there is no a priori
way to favor any of them. Thus, it suffices to learn an arbitrary pseudo-inverse of p().

The learning algorithms chosen to be employed in this paper are the ones we thought
handle best the SMPs we have examined. However, they can be easily interchanged with
others—our approach, as we said before, is indepedent of the chosen learning algorithm.

6.1 Learning Transducers with OSTIA

Transducers are deterministic finite state machines that are used to translate strings.
We explain them using the example transducer depicted in Figure 7. Just like DFAs,
transducer read their input strings from the left to the right, character by character, and
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char* ReplaceSpaces(char *in) {
char *out = malloc(MAX_STRLEN),

*s = out, c = 0, skip_next_lf = 0;
while (*in != 0) {

c = *in; in++;
if (skip_next_lf) {

skip_next_lf = 0;
if (c == ’#’) {

c = *in; in++;
if (!c) break; }}

if (*c == ’$’) {
skip_next_lf = 1;
c = ’#’; }

*s = c; s++;}}
*s = *in;
return out;}

Fig. 7: An SMP written in C and its pseudo-inverse as learned by OSTIA.

Fig. 8: A transducer implementing the SMP in Figure 2

traverse edges according to a transition function. In addition, as edges are traversed,
the transducer prints characters to the output. If the input string MMMM## is fed
to the transducer, it will go through states 0,2,5,0,2,6,0, and print the output string
MMMM#$#. Any states of the transducer can hold inner strings. If some state q is a
final state for the transduction, and it holds an inner string sigma, then it is appended at
the end of the output. For example, the transduction of MMMM# equals MMMM$#.

OSTIA [14] is a supervised learning algorithm that is capable of learning transduc-
ers. Assuming the training set is without noise, like in our case, OSTIA is guaranteed to
converge to the real transducer as the size of the training set increases. The SMP from
Figure 2 and its inverse are both transducers, and we depict them in Figures 1 and 8,
respectively. Every state of the transducer is depicted as a square containing a unique
identifier, with state 0 being the initial state, and the string sigma which is appended to
the output if the transduction end at that state. Transitions between states are depicted
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as edges annotated with σ :: s denoting the character σ which triggers the transition and
the string s appended to the output due to taking the transition.

OSTIA succeeds in learning the exact inverse at the righthand side of the figure. In
its essence, OSTIA is an iterative state merging algorithm. At each step the algorithm
considers pairs of states as candidates for a possible merge, and if the resulting merged
transducer is consistent with the training set, it accepts the merge and proceeds to the
next iteration. The transducer in Figure 7 is the pseudo inverse OSTIA learns for the
SMP shown in the same figure. The character # in an output string could have originated
from either #, $ or $# in the input string. While randomizing our input for the training
set, all three possibilities introduce themselves. This is evident in the transducer, as the
edges (5,0),(2,6),(6,0) choose a different source for the # character each. Thus neither
# nor $ can be good characters.

6.2 Needleman Wunsch Alignment Algorithm

To show the versitility of our approach, we also used the alignment algorithm of Needleman-
Wunsch [20] to learn procedure inverses. The algorithm is designed to align input and
output strings, where the latter comes from the former by performing a sequence of
steps. In each step a character is either deleted, inserted or replaced by another char-
acter. Naturally, as the number of steps is smaller, and the input and output are close
in terms of edit distance, the results of the alignment are better. Our application uses a
random set of inputs {si}n

i=1 just as before, and apply p on each element of the set to end
up with a training set {(si, p(si))}n

i=1. Note, the order of the training set has changed,
as we now want to learn the effect of the original SMP p. Each (input,output) pair is
then aligned, and three probability tables are accumulated for the original SMP p: (1)
A two dimensional table Tr(p) for character replacements, in which Tr(p)[$][#] = 0.45
means that there is an estimated probability that a $ in the input string will be replaced
by a #. (2) A one dimensional table Td(p), in which Td(p)[∗] = 0.95 means there is a
probability of 0.95 that ∗ will be deleted from the input string. (3) A one dimensional
table Ti(p), in which Ti(p)[@] = 0.55 ,means there is a 0.55 probability of inserting
@ somewhere in the output. Once these tables have been learned for the original SMP
p, they can be used to deduce pseudo inverses p−1: If Tr(p)[$][#] = 0.45 then clearly
Tr(p−1)[#][$] = 0.45. Deducing Ti(p−1)[∗] based on Td(p)[∗] is a little more subtle, and
should also take into account the prevalence of the character ∗ in the input strings of
the training set. Note that for more accurate results, Ti(p−1)[∗] depends on the length of
the string y it wishes to invert. Finally, computing Td(p−1)[@] from Ti(p)[@] depends
on the prevalence of the character @ in the output strings of training set, the prevalence
of @ in y, and the length of y too. It is important to stress out that the resulting pseudo
inverse p−1 is not deterministic, and could return different outputs when invoked multi-
ple times. This can be seen as an advantage, because of p−1(y) failed to find a relevant
x, we do not have to perform the learning process again, but simply call p−1(y) again.

7 Implementation and Experimental Evaluation

We have implemented our ideas in a publicly available tool called STRINVER. The tool
gets as input an SMP p() written in LLVM [18] intermediate representation language,
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Procedure Reduced alphabet ML. Alg.
DPSTrim() {M,#} Needleman Wunsch
escapeWS() {$,5,8,M} OSTIA
ReplaceSpaces() {$,#,M} OSTIA
DosNames() {.,_,M} OSTIA

Table 1: Experimental evaluation of selected SMPs. The table shows the size of the
reduced alphabet and the machine learning algorithm we used to model the pseudo
inverse.

and a concrete query string y. (In our experiments, we used procedures written in C,
compiled using Visual C 2010.) The tools checks whether the procedure falls within
the class of restricted SMPs we handle (see Section 3) by expecting it to follow certain
syntactic conventions, and if so it looks for a string s such that s 6= s′ and p(s) = s′.
If the learning algorithm failed to find a model that returns a non-identity inverse for
the given string s′, it is retried with a new randomized training set. The algorithms were
trained using a training set comprised of 64-100 examples, with a bias towards choosing
shorter strings.

Table 1 summarizes our experimental results. We considered four string manipulat-
ing procedures coming from real-life software. DPSTrim() removes prefixes and suf-
fixes comprised of character #. It is taken from DataparkSearch [1] open source search
engine and is used to help parse configuration files. escapeWS() is our running example
shown in Figure 1 and ReplaceSpaces() is shown in Figure 7. Both come from GCC.
DosNames() is a python library function which replaces all the dots in a file name with
underscores, except for the last one.

In our experiments, we randomly chose output strings using uniform distribution
and with average length of 32 characters. We applied our technique to invert 100 strings
for and each procedure. Table 1 shows the reduced alphabet our analysis discovered
and the machine learning algorithm which we used. We ran our experiments in a laptop
equipped with an i5 2.3Ghz CPU with 6GB memory running Windows 7. In all our
experiments, it took our analysis to invert each string less than 10 seconds, whereas
KLEE [2], a state of the art symbolic executor, failed to invert any string after running
for one hour. (KLEE was able to invert short strings containing around 5 characters in
a few seconds.) Similarly, a machine learning algorithm trained with randomly selected
strings chosen using the full alphabet failed to invert the given output strings. It might
be the case that using a larger training set would make the naive machine learning
more successful, however, this process might lead to expensive analyses as the space of
possible strings grows exponentially with the length of the string.

8 Related Work, Conclusion and Future Work

Automatic inversion of programs was first studied by Dijkstra who manually inverted
simple array-manipulating programs [5]. Follow up works looked at inverting (i) sim-
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ple programs whose semantics is given as logic programs [26], (ii) tree-traversal pro-
grams using relational calculus and deductive methods [3, 29], (iii) array transformers
using techniques based on LR-parsing [8, 16] or testing [15], and (iv) bijective string-
manipulating procedures [13,19]. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to apply
machine learning tools to invert programs. We also note that the programs we invert are
not necessarily injective.

Recent advances in machine learning lead researchers to explore its capabilities in
helping challenging program analysis tasks, e.g., specification inference [25,28], speed
up abstraction refinement [9], invariant generation [7, 22, 27], setting up parameters for
parametrized static analyses [24], and infer clustering of variables in partially relational
static analyses [12]. In our work, we address a dual question–how can machine learning
technique help program analyses. To the best of our knowledge the question has not
been widely addressed, with the notable exception of [21] which also argues that a
combination of machine learning and program analysis can be a win-win situation.

Another active research area is the use of input/output examples to learn computer
programs. Often, this is done in the context of synthesis, where examples guide a search-
based synthesis process [11]. For example, in [10], a learning procedure is used to syn-
thesize string manipulating procedures which appears in the context of spreadsheets
based on syntactic manipulation. Another attack on this problem was taken in [30],
where the procedures where synthesized using database-like lookup operations. In these
works, the focus is on designing a language in which programs can be synthesized and
an efficient search heuristics. In this work we too focus on string manipulating proce-
dures (SMPs), which are abundant in almost all software packages. However, instead
of asking the user for input/output examples, we analyze the code of one procedure and
its behavior, as expressed by input-output pairs, to synthesize another procedure.

In [33], the authors suggest to learn the behavior of a procedure by inspecting its
code and input-output examples. Their technique applies to a class of procedures which
accepts their input character by character, e.g., multi-digit addition. They use recurrent
neural network models with long short-term memory to accurately learn a model of the
procedure behavior as a sequence-to-sequence transformer [31]. It can be interesting to
see if a preliminary phase of program analysis, as we do in this work, can help improve
the accuracy of their technique.

String solvers, e.g., [17, 34], can reason about constraints involving operations on
strings. For example, HAMPI [17], can reason about constraints expressing membership
in regular languages and fixed-size context-free languages. In contrast, we provide a
technique based on a combination of machine learning and static analysis that can help
invert string manipulating procedures written in a restricted programming language.

Conclusion and Future Work We present a machine learning-based approach for in-
verting string manipulating procedures (SMPs). To the best of our knowledge, the use
of machine learning for program inversion is novel. We make the approach feasible by
developing a static analysis which reduces the size of the alphabet of the examples used
during training. While the idea of reducing the input domain size is a known idea, e.g.,
it is common to reduce the bitwidth of integers before performing testing of a com-
piler optimization, we believe that we are the first to design a static analysis specific for
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enabling such a reduction. We evaluated our technique using a small selection of proce-
dures taken from real-life software. We have shown that our technique can compute the
inputs required to drive an SMP to produce desired output whereas KLEE—a state of
the art symbolic execution engine fails to do so. Our approach does not require that the
inverted SMP be bijective. However, our analysis is beneficial when the SMP acts as
the identity on a large part of its alphabet, which we refer to as the “good” characters.
In the future, we plan to remove this limitation by allowing the SMP to apply invertible
transformations to good characters before moving them into the output.
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A Proof of Lemma 2

Lemma 2. Let p() be an SMP and s, s′ strings. If p̂(s) = (s′,BAD) then Σ\BAD is a
good set of characters for p() and s.

Proof. Let π be a concrete run of the instrumented p̂(s) on the input string s. A set
of characters, BAD, is computed during π. Let σ 6∈ BAD be some character in s that
was not placed in BAD, and suppose without loss of generality that it was read with x=
read-first(). Immediately after reading it, EF in the instrumented concrete semantics
contains (x,x). Inspecting the transformers, the only way (x,x) can be removed from EF ,
is either by marking its content ρ(x) = σ as bad, or by performing a write-first(x).
the former option is infeasible since σ 6∈ BAD, and thus σ will be written to the output.
Once it is written, it is removed from EF , and any extra attempt to write, will cause it to
be marked as BAD, which is not feasible as just mentioned. So σ is copied exactly one
time to the output.

Assume now that s contains some two characters σ1, σ2, such that σ1 occurs be-
fore σ2. First, assume that both characters were read from the input, and consider first
case where both were read using read-first(). The semantics of our programming
language ensures that in this case, σ1 was read before σ2, as it appears before it in
the input. Let us describe all possible scenarios: (1) By the time σ2 is read, σ1 has
already been removed from EF . This scenario is possible only if it was written using
write-first, as other options necessarily mark it BAD. (2) when σ2 is read, σ1 is still
in EF , so (x,y) will be entered to RF and then the writing order is enforced. The other
cases are proven in a similar manner.

The case where both σ1 and σ2 were read using read-last() is analogous.
If σ1 was read read-first() and σ2 using read-last(), then they must be written

by write-first() and write-last() respectively, otherwise one of them should have
been marked as BAD.

Finally, if either σ1 or σ2 was not read at all, then it can be removed from s and still
have p̂ produce the same output. Then the above argument can be repeated, inductively,
for the smaller string, which has the same set of good characters as s.
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